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123«  SpeakersHorn
▼  100V Line Horn Speakers

Price Each RRP 4+ 10+

 CF2053G    Grey  110.00  97.75  86.25 
 CF2053B    Black  120.00  110.00  95.75 
 CF2053W   White  120.00  110.00  95.75 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Power taps: 1.25, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10W
SPL 1W@1m: 104dB
SPL Max Tap @1m: 114dB
Frequency response: 340Hz - 10kHz
Dispersion angle: 110°
Dimensions (mm): ≈180Ø x 255D
Operating temperature: -20 to +55°C
Weight: ≈1.8kg

Approved for AS ISO7240.24:2015 fire installations (with active EQ applied). 
Our first One-Shot horn speaker, designed to save installers time and money. Typ-
ically to terminate cabling internally on a horn speaker it involves removing three 
screws on the rear cover, connecting the cable and then re-installing the same 
screws. As you can imagine, doing this up a ladder can get quite fiddly!  The One-
Shot horn eliminates screw removal by utilising a patented twist lock mechanism. 
The installer simply twists off the rear cover, connects the cabling and twists the 
cover back on! The labour savings by using the One-Shot horn on a large job are 
significant. 

To make it even easier, we’ve also incorporated our patented dog leg mounting 
bracket which eliminates the need to separate the horn from the bracket during 
installation. 

The One-Shot horn is primarily used for fire and evacuation systems where a high 
degree of speech articulation and program clarity is paramount. Typical applications 
include schools, train and bus stations, airports, car parks and plant rooms. 

Features  • Weather resistant • UV stabilised 
plastic for long life even full sun • Flame 
retardent  • Meets AS ISO7240.24 for fire & 
evacuation installations with external EQ applied.

Twist lock cap makes internal termination 
easy! Saving you time and money.

Patent/registered design pending.
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Redback® One-Shot 10W 100V Line ABS Horn Fire Speaker

Price Each RRP 4+ 10+

 CF2050G   Grey  125.00  115.00  105.00 
 CF2050B   Black  130.00  120.00  110.00 
 CF2050W   White  130.00  120.00  110.00 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Power taps: 1.25, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10W
SPL 1W@1m: 106dB
SPL Max Tap @1m: 116dB
Frequency response: 340Hz - 10kHz
Dispersion angle: 110°
Dimensions (mm): ≈190W x 222D
Operating temperature: -20 to +55°C
Weight: ≈1.7kg

No active EQ required! Available late 2021. Approved for 
AS ISO7240.24:2015 fire installations. The latest One-Shot horn speaker design 
which requires no external equalisation to be approved in AS ISO7240.24 instal-
lations. It features all the time (and money!) saving features of the original version 
(left). Typically to terminate cabling internally on a horn speaker it involves removing 
three screws on the rear cover, connecting the cable and then re-installing the same 
screws. As you can imagine, doing this up a ladder can get quite fiddly!  The One-
Shot horn eliminates screw removal by utilising a patented twist lock mechanism. 
The installer simply twists off the rear cover, connects the cabling and twists the 
cover back on! The labour savings by using the One-Shot horn on a large job are 
significant. 
To make it even easier, we’ve also incorporated our patented dog leg mounting 
bracket which eliminates the need to separate the horn from the bracket during 
installation. 

The One-Shot horn is primarily used for fire and evacuation systems where a high 
degree of speech articulation and program clarity is paramount. Typical applications 
include schools, train and bus stations, airports, car parks and plant rooms. 

Features  • Requires no external equalisation 
for AS ISO7240.24 fire systems • Compact 
flare design • Weather resistant • UV stabilised 
plastic for long life even full sun • Flame 
retardent  • Designed to meet AS ISO7240.24 
for fire & evacuation installations

Twist lock cap makes internal termination 
easy! Saving you time and money.

Patent/registered design pending.
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Redback® One-Shot MK2 10W 100V Line ABS Horn Fire Speaker

NEW!

Price Each RRP 2 +

 C 2054  Wall mount 260 x 260 x 360mm  169.00  150.00 
 C 2058  Ceiling mount 230 x 230 x 330mm  185.00  165.00 

Constructed from galvanised mesh these enclosures have been designed to protect 
the enclosed horn/speaker from physical damage or theft. The robust design makes 
it ideal for use in schoolyards, undercrofts etc where speakers could be hit by errant 
basketballs. Great for schools, colleges, train stations, airports, sports grounds etc. 
Dimensions exclude mounting flange.  

Suits: C 1520, C 2040, C 2042, C 2047, C 2048, C 2050, C 2051, C 2053, 
C 2056, C 2057,  C 2060, CF2050 series,  CF2053 series.

C 2058

C 2054

Horn Speaker Security CagesAll figures are ±2dB.

Redback fire speaker SPL power tap table.

POWER TAP - WATTS

Redback
Model

Rating
1W@1M

0.33 0.66 1.25 2.5 5 7.5 10 15

C 2160/61 89 84 87 90 93 96 --- --- ---

C 2170/71 90 85 88 91 94 97 --- --- ---

C 2172/73 94 --- --- 95 98 101 103 104

C 2260/61 89 84 87 90 93 96 --- --- ---

CF0703/04 88 83 86 89 92 95 --- --- ---

CF0705/06 88 83 86 89 92 95 --- --- ---

CF0715/16 93 88 91 94 97 100 --- --- ---

CF0720/21 96 --- --- 97 100 103 --- 106 108

CF1520 92 --- --- 93 96 99 101 102 ---

CF2050 106 --- --- 107 110 113 115 116 ---

CF2053 98 --- --- 99 102 105 107 108 ---

CF2134/35 94 89 92 95 98 101 --- --- ---

CF2138/39 92 --- --- 93 96 99 --- 102 104

CF2142/43 95 --- --- 96 99 102 --- 105 107

CF2234/35 94 89 92 95 98 101 --- --- ---

CF2238/39 92 --- --- 93 96 99 --- 102 104

CF2242/43 95 --- --- 96 99 102 --- 105 107


